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ABSTRACT 
Cloud computing technology provides millions of on demand 

services to its users on internet ranging from infrastructure, 

software to storage as a service on cloud. 

Storage service allows its users to outsource large amount of 

data without directly controlling it and cloud running on the 

principle of virtually shared servers do not provide users with 

the storage location. Therefore, various measures can be 

adopted for maintaining data integrity, security while entering 

data in cloud. So here, we are having open audit-ability for 

distributed storage that  shoppers will rely on an outsider 

examiner (TPA) to test the trait  of knowledge. This paper 

offers the problems known  with security  whereas golf shot  

away the client's data  to the distributed storage amid the 

examining. During   this paper we'll  examine totally different 

systems to fathom these  problems to present protection and 

security of cloud data. There’s lots of analysis being created 

to identify problems associated CSPs and security. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing has played a vital role in    evolvement of 

Information technology enterprise. From providing 

infrastructure, platform and software as a service to resource 

pooling, network access , rapid elasticity and storage for 

extensively large files and databases, you name it cloud has it.  

Despite of so many advantages, issues related to data integrity 

and security comes hand in hand such as: 

Data once saved on cloud has no guarantee of getting deleted 

permanently. 

CSPs may hide data loss information from users. 

CSP might delete data which user do not use frequently 

without user’s permission  

Server becomes vulnerable to security threats and security 

breach attack 

Security threats associated to cloud, and where major 

contemplations of attacks and Counter measures [1].  

These issues (in fig 1) have to be considered and proper 

measures have to be taken in order to provide data integrity 

and security to data saved on cloud or outsourced to cloud. 

 

Fig 1: Security threats in cloud 

2. PRIVACY IN CLOUD STORAGE 
Preserving Data security is need of the hour especially when 

cloud storage is used by various organizations of different 

fields ranging from educational institutions and huge MNCs 

relying on services like google drive to individual users like 

Dropbox, Box, AmazonDrive, Microsoft OneDrive etc. 

Such users trust these services and want to maintain their 

data’s privacy by not letting it getting corrupted or not losing 

it by any means. And if this trust continues millions of other 

users might want to store data on cloud. 

Stored cloud data need to be decrypted before a 3rd party 

could breech information since it is stored in an encrypted 

form. Adding to this. These are various methods by which 

users can inculcate their own security measures in addition to 

what is provided by system. All things considered, there are 

still holes among practices and proposed arrangements, 

irreconcilable circumstances, and difference on prerequisites 

and ideas. 

2.1 Privacy and its basis: 
Privacy can be simply put into words by saying: “it is a state 

of being entirely free from any unauthorized access” 

or 

“Right of an individual or an organization to keep one’s 

information related to its identity or any other personal 

information guarded from any unauthorized access” 
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Fig 2: Privacy in cloud storage  

Cloud provides privacy by providing various cloud models 

and each model provides different access levels as shown in 

the table 1. 

Table 1 

Models Accessibility Secure 

PUBLIC General 

public 

Not secure because of 

its openness 

PRIVATE Organization Secure because of its 

private nature 

COMMUNITY Group of 

organization 

Secure 

 

3. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 
Figure 3 shows possible solutions to the concerning privacy 

issues: 

 

Fig 3: Solutions 

3.1 Encryption methods 
In order to maintain and preserve privacy various 

methodologies can be adopted which make use encryption 

techniques. RuWei et.al [2] ‘s work showcased the layout of 

privacy-securing storage (cloud) framework for resolving 

issues regarding privacy securing and contains layout of 

model of data organization, key generation and management, 

communication amongst participants and managing not so 

constant nature belonging to users right to access and also the 

dynamic behavior of data. Extirpation based key derivation 

algorithm and protocols are used in this process, thus 

maintaining data integrity and confidentiality, solving 

shortcomings of key derivation, lowering down encryption – 

decryption overhead, being a pro in managing various keys, 

thereby saving space, and fastens the system by reducing 

running overheads, provides remarkable privacy applicable to 

multiple clients, CSPs and those owning data.What it lacks is 

to have ways to lower burden of encryption and work on 

cipher text from owner’s part. Although this idea would work 

but it does increase the encryption responsibility of client. 

Therefore focus has to be made on cipher text. Another paper 

proposed a system named YI cloudwhich asks users to 

encrypt before saving data in cloud secret sharing algorithm 

comes into play when users’ encryption key which can be 

easily recovered when lost is sharedamongst trusted and 

authorized parties. The proposed model makes use of 

algorithm in such a way that privacy is preserved and at the 

same time lowers down the risk of loss of data if encryption 

key is lost. Based on symmetric predicate encryption this 

Theory consists of searches like: unencryptable delegated 

search and revocable delegated search. But burdens and 

constraints on data usage comes along with this method which 

is irradiated by Access control mechanism explained here: 

3.2 Access control mechanism 
A privacy protecting authenticated gain access to control 

scheme can be used for security of end user data in cloud 

storage space. This concept is employed to recognize the 

authenticity of an individual without knowing the user's id 

before saving information [3]. Only valid users have the 

ability to decrypt the stored data. It preserves the level of 

privacy of data; keep up with the security and retains secrete 

the personal information of user. 

3.3 Third party authenticator 
For outsourcing data on cloud, completely relying on cloud 

service providers may make your data vulnerable to attacks, 

data corruption and other security threats. Even CSPs cannot 

be trusted because even they may tamper, modify or delete 

data or may hide details of data corruption. In such cases 

THIRD PARTY AUTHENTICATION (figure 4) comes into 

play. User can keep a check on his data integrity in time to 

time intervals by appointing a TPA whose job is to verify data 

integrity, thereafter communicates it with client. STEPS: 

1. Using STS protocol which user and auditor are aware of, 

a secret key is produced.in this way mutual 

authentication is performed.  

2. Cipher text is produced by applying XOR operation 

between data and key and thereafter stored in cloud 

3. User retrieves a hash value by passing his data from hash 

function. 

4. Auditor produces plain text wherein XOR operation be 

performed on secret key and cipher text which he 

retrieved from the cloud. 

5. Again a hash value is obtained by passing the pain text 

this time from the hash function.  

6. Computed values are compared, if similar then integrity 

is said to be preserved securely 

CLOUD 
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Fig 4: Third party authenticator  

4. FUTURE WORK 
The future scope of cloud computing will have a combination 

of cloud based software products and on premises compute to 

create a hybrid IT solution in attempt to maintain balance of 

the scalability and flexibility associated with cloud and the 

security and control of a private data center. In the proposed 

scheme, cryptography is used to ensure the confidentiality of 

data, the privacy of the access control rules, and the 

credentials required for access control 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
Cloud computing introduces area of computing to its various 

uses and will increase advantages of utility by giving access 

through any reasonably web association. Though with this 

easy access to cloud storage here comes the disadvantage and 

various drawbacks. Need of the hour is to understand that 

security of privacy is one of the leading concerns which has to 

be given a thought upon. To resolve risk associated with 

privacy a variety of techniques are generated in order to 

ensure privacy. This paper has addressed some approaches 

dealing with privacy issues in storing data on cloud and also 

about the audit schemes. Despite the fact that these techniques 

can handle privacy issues to some extent yet none of them is 

fully capable of removing privacy threat completely. So 

taking care of privacy considerations, we’d like to initiate 

privacy ensuring framework that deals with trouble associated 

with privacy and its security along with encouraging users to 

use cloud services with at most trust and confidence 
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